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Abstract
High-throughput sequencing has allowed us to 
look beyond consensus sequences to the variation 
observed within organisms; their haplotypes.
However, existing approaches for recovery of 
haplotypes make assumptions that are violated 
when investigating sequences that originate 
from communities of microbes: metagenomes.
We present Hansel and Gretel: a data structure 
and algorithm that form a framework for the 
recovery of haplotypes from metagenomes. 
Our approach does not require parameters or 
a priori knowledge, makes no assumptions of 
allelic distribution, does not need to distinguish 
error from variation and uses all evidence.
Hansel Gretel
a graph-inspired data structure for 
breadcrumbs of evidence
an algorithm for the recovery
of metagenomic haplotypes
The Problem
•	When assembling reads from a microbial community 
the assembly is merely a consensus and likely chimeric. 
•	This is a problem for gene recovery, sequences 
derived from assemblies are unlikely to exist in nature. 
•	We can’t arbitrarily synthesize DNA sequences from a 
metagenomic assembly and expect an enzyme to work.
•	We must recover the actual haplotypes for the gene.
The Metahaplome
We use the assembly as a pseudo-reference to which 
we can align both raw reads and probe for interesting 
sequences.	 We	 define	 the	 metahaplome as the set 
of haplotypes that exist for any particular genomic 
region of interest within a metagenomic data set. 
Our approach utilises the raw reads to determine 
the likely haplotypes that exist in the original sample.
Advantages
•	Capable of extracting haplotypes from metagenomes
•	Does not require a priori knowledge about the input 
data such as number of haplotypes or species
•	Makes no assumptions regarding the distributions of 
alleles at variant sites (no bi-allelic assumptions)
•	Does not need to distinguish between sequence error 
and variation (robust to error and no pre-processing)
•	Uses all evidence, without alteration or discarding
•	Does	not	require	any	user-defined	parameters
Results
Haplotypes recovered from synthetic metahaplomes 
consisting	of	reads	generated	from	five	real	variants:
Availability
Want to extract and exploit exciting enzymes hiding 
in metahaplomes from your metagenomic data sets?
Hansel and Gretel are freely available open-source 
software hosted at github.com/SamStudio8/hansel 
and github.com/SamStudio8/gretel. Test data can be 
found at github.com/SamStudio8/gretel-test. Hansel 
is also packaged on PyPi and installable via pip 
install hanselx. Documentation can be found via 
hansel.readthedocs.org and gretel.readthedocs.org.
Gretel is a proof of concept algorithm designed to interface with the Hansel 
data structure to recover the most likely haplotypes present in a metahaplome.
Gretel is responsible for parsing the aligned sequences and populating the Hansel 
structure with pairwise evidence of variants observed to co-occur on the same read.
To obtain likely haplotypes, Gretel exploits this evidence through the Hansel 
API and traverses the probabilistic graph structure. At each node, a Markov 
chain of some order L calculates the likelihood of each of the possible nodes 
appearing next, given the last L variants selected by the current path (Fig 4).
Gretel selects the most likely variant (i.e. traversing edges of the greatest probability) 
and appends it to the path. Haplotypes are built incrementally and linearly.
Hansel is a novel data structure designed to encode the variation observed across 
sequenced reads aligned to some region of a metagenomic pseudo-reference.
Hansel essentially counts co-occurrences of variant A at position i with variant B at j.
The Hansel structure can be traversed akin to a graph but also permits probabilistic 
edges to be weighted dynamically (unshown in Fig 3c) based on more than just the 
previously visited node, but the state of the path encountered so far. Hansel can 
be used to reconstruct likely sequences of nucleotide variants given the evidence 
observed on the raw reads. Hansel presents a simple and friendly API to add and 
get observations, and query for aggregate counts and probabilistic properties.
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To reduce computational complexity, conditional probabilities are estimated with 
smoothed	Naive	 Bayes	—	a	 simple,	 efficient	 and	 effective	method	 that	 proves	
robust in practice. Once a path has been completed, the observations in the 
Hansel	matrix	are	re-weighted	by	Gretel	to	find	the	next	most	likely	haplotype.
Gretel boasts a simple command line tool, capable of recovering haplotypes 
from	a	metagenome	without	 tuning,	pre-processing,	or	user-defined	parameters.
Fig 1 Overlapping reads from multiple species (coloured) can and will 
overlap with each other causing constructed contigs to be chimeric.
Fig 2 The assembly can still act as a pseudo-reference to align the raw reads.
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Fig 4 Gretel’s greedy strategy is based on our razor that the best haplotypes are those that can be 
constructed by selecting the most likely edges at every opportunity during traversal of the Hansel graph. 
Pairwise conditionals between L last variants on the currently observed path, and each of the possible 
next variants are calculated by Hansel’s API and the variant with the highest likelihood is chosen by Gretel.
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An example of 
3 corresponding 
representations:
(a) A set of aligned short 
read sequences with 
called variants (●, ●) 
(b) The actual Hansel 
structure; each possible 
pair of symbols (●●, 
●●, ●●, ●●) has a 
matrix storing counts 
of occurrences of that 
ordered symbol pair 
between two genomic 
positions across all of 
the aligned reads in (a)
(c) A simple graph that 
can be constructed 
by considering the 
evidence provided by 
genomically adjacent 
variants in (b). Note this 
representation ignores 
evidence from non-
adjacent pairs, which 
is overcome by the 
dynamic weighting of 
edges by Hansel’s API.
Flu segment, 71 haplotypes - average recovery: 70%.
A	variant	of	flu	segment	recovered	at	99%	(264	SNPs).
For	the	first	time,	it	is	possible	to	computationally	extract	
gene variants from a metagenome of short reads.
Average Recovery Rate by Haplotype (%)
Gene H1 H2 H3 H4 H5
DHFR 92 94 79 73 76
AIMP1 97 96 97 92 60
